Who We Need – SAP BW/IP Consultant K4

Who Are We?
Decision Inc. is a leader in enabling its clients to make better decisions, faster. The Company’s foundation is built in technology; however what makes us unique is our understanding of effective decision making. We represent the following leading global technology brands and are experts in the implementation, support and execution of these technologies: SAP BusinessObjects, BPC, QlikView, Microsoft, Roambi and Microstrategy.

What Will You Do?
- General Data Warehousing, Data extraction, Process chains, BW Admin cockpit
- Data extraction process using Data warehouse workbench (DWWH)
- Reporting with BEX analyzer and browser, WAD, information broadcasting, RRI, portal integration
- Data modelling includes Master Data, construction of Info Cubes, DSO’s, DSO for direct update
- Multiprovider’s, Data Mart’s, Infosets, Open hub service
- Analysis process and data mining techniques (APD)
- Experience in SD, MM, FICO, HCM, PS modules
- Able to program ABAP
- BI IP Planning and BCS Consolidation experience
- Document project scope – Functional & Technical Design Specifications
- Utilise solid business analysis skills in understanding client requirements
- Utilise BPC skills in designing and documenting appropriate solutions
- Lead the project team, and ensure project delivery to the client and budget satisfaction
- Ensure client satisfaction at each stage of the project (incl. negotiation, conflict resolution etc).
- Lead and supervise project teams; typically 3 - 5 individuals

Who Do You Need To Be?
- At least 8 years’ experience in a SAP BW / BI IP role
- Document project scope – Functional & Technical Design Specifications
- Utilise solid business analysis skills in understanding client requirements
- Utilise BPC skills in designing and documenting appropriate solutions.
- Lead the project team, and ensure project delivery to the client and budget satisfaction
- Business analysis certification
- Accounting degree preferred
- Essential SAP BW Certification
- Preferably BPC certified, or accredited super-user
- 3 to 5 years exposure to business analysis or solution design
- Experience should preferably have been gained in a manufacturing environment.
- Exposure to functional processes within SAP FI / CO / SD / MM exposure within a manufacturing concern
- At least 2 years exposure to SAP BPC
- Very strong accounting and business analysis skills
- Above average SAP BW / IP experience / skills
- ABAP ability
- SAP BPC Netweaver 10 – essential
- SAP FICO – essential
- SAP Product Costing – essential
- SAP HR / SD- preferable
- Excellent communication skills with the emphasis on relationship building, understanding business requirements, and management of business expectations
- Ability to be proactive and be accountable for your own deliverables
- Ability to work within a team
- Effective planning and organizational skills
- Ability to work under pressure and be deadline driven
- Sound judgment, logical thinking and strong analytical skills
- Ability to correctly analyse the needs of the business

What’s in it for you?
- **Exposure** to multiple clients across various industry verticals (Retail; Manufacturing; Logistics; Telco’s; Financial Services; Mining; Public Enterprise)
- **Success** driven culture that rewards great performance
- **Excellent training** opportunities - We place a big focus on up skilling our employees to be the best they can be and will assist you obtaining your certifications within your relevant technology
- We believe in **cross-skilling** and offer our consultants an opportunity to be exposed to multiple BI and Data technologies
- When joining the company a clear **Career Development Plan** will be drawn up for you to help you reach the next level in your career

200+ Clients

across 10 Industries

In 7 Countries